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Ecology Day Features
Prominent Speakers
Under the auspices of the .SPEAK
Program .Tom Bamrick and Chriss
Markey; have released.to the New.1· the
full schedule of the Environmental
Awareness Day program. The day, on
the same lines as the Oct. 15th Vietnam
Moratorium, takes an ·educative,
intellectual approach to the glaring and
pressing problems that confront our
very existence. The purpose of the day,
says Co-ordinator Bamrick, is to "stress
the industrial, social, economic, and
political aspects of the problems of
pollution, environment,
overpopulation, and the city."

Xavier Raises Tuition
Effective Next _Fall
··Effective September 1, 1970, Xavier University will increase
tuition charges for undergraduate students from $38.00 a credit
hour to $45.00 a credit hour. This means an average increase for
a semester ofSlOS.00.
This

excerpt

from

TH t:

CHRONICLE of Higher Education,

· Tnercfore, the Board of Trustees,
after most serious consideration of the
impact of their action on our Xavier
families, have decided that, effective
September- I, 1970, tuition for
undergraduate students will be
increased from $38.00 a credit hour to
$45 . 00 a credit hour. On the average
this will mean an increase of S IOS.00 a
semester.

February 16, 1970 is pertinent: "As
more and more colleges and
universities, both public and private,
announce plans for tuition increases for
next September, there are growing
indications that many institutions have
accepted the inevitability of annual
increases, at least for the next several
years. Thus far in 1970 almost SO
These are current undergraduate
institutions have announced increases. annual tuition charges at some
All eight members of the Ivy League comparable institutions:
will increase their tuition in the fall,
Geor1etown University (Jesuit)
several of them for the third year in a
$2020.00
row."
Colle1e or the Holy Cross (Jesuit)
Xavier University has no choice but
$2350.00
to live in today's world. Indeed, it
(Jesuit)
University
Fairfield
would not choose otherwise. Today's
world in America is a world of high $1700.00
standards,
of
tomorrow's
Marquette University (Jesuit)
opportunities, of keen competition. It is $1660.00
.
also a. world of challenging financial
Loyola University (Chicago)
realities.
(Jesuit) $1650.00
Last year (1968-1969) and again this
St. Louis University (Jesuit)
year (1969-1970) Xavier has operated
$1624.00witli a financial' deficit of nearly half a
John Carroll University (Jesuit)
million dollars. Only through gifts has
the University been able to meet its $1365.00
current obligations. As we look to 19701971, i~ view of risin-g costs for salaries,
supplies, and services, and unless some
new steps are taken, the deficit for that
fiseal year will be S1,000,000.
A privately operated institution·
whose only ordinary sources. of income
are tuitions, income from endowment
which at Xavier is mainly the
contributed services of the Jesuit
Community, and gifts from individuals·
and foundations, cannot long endure
on such Ii deficit economy.
So, Xavier University, concerned
with maintaining its scholastic
excellence, its many out-of-classroom
services to its students, and its vitality
for development and growth, must once
agam face
up
to its
fiscal
responsibilities. It must continue to be
circumspect about the expenditure of
· its resources. It must regularly review
all of its sources of income and strive
with all its might for improvement.
In 1970, through new planning and
effort we will initiate a long rnnge plan
to improve the gift income. The Jesuit
Community will continue to make its
annual contribution of services thitt
have a value of nearly half a million
dollars.
And so, tlicre is· the reality that our
tuition charges still remain below those
ol most comparable institutions. It is
unrealistic to believe that we can
conttnuc to operate in the economy at a
level much hclow thal or ou.r sisto:r
institutions.

· The program is, according to
Gregory Ackumshi, SPEAK chairman,
"the best in the area, if not in the state."
The response · of various faculty
members sum up the day and the
approacn of the day as "excellent,"
"well done," "rational and .reasonabl.e."
Memb~rs .of the Executive ~tecrmg
Com~1ttee for the day mclud.e
Bamrick, Marke~, Gregory Adams~•·
John Coyne, Tim Burke, and Jim
O'Brien.
Selected high schools have been

expected." Jim O'Brien, director of
organization and public relations, has
pointed out that "everywhere we have
turned we have received the greatest of
cooperation'. If this· trend continues,
this Awareness Day will be a much
greater success than the last one."

APRIL 22
.DAY OF EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS ON THE
ENVIRONMENT AND ECOLOGY

9:4S

· The major speakers include Congressmen Robert Taft, from Cincinnati, 11:30
and T. S. Foley, from the state of
Washington. Both of these men have
been very active in the current
Congressional debate over the
environmental problems and their
solution. Dr. Irving Buff of Charleston, 1:30
West Virginia, one of the driving forces
behind the fight against "black lung",
will discuss the implications of this
dreaded disease, along with an analysis
3:00
of air and water pollution. Dr. Ibrahim
Hindawi, another major speaker, from
Cincinnati's 'Taft Center, will address
himself to the effects of pollution on
plarit life. Also planned for the day are
panel discussions on the topics of air
and water pollution, overpopulation,
and urban problems. These panels
consist · of various Cincinnatians,
actually associated with the dilemna. A
play, satirizing the American approach
to its environment, and written by Gary
L. Stephenson, a Communication Arts
Senior will be enacted in the Cafeteria
in the late afternoon.

Hayes Heads Committee
·To Screen Applicants
A special committee has been
appointed by the Rev. Paul L.
O'Connor, S.J., President, to screen
applicants for the position of successor
to the Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J..
Vice President for Student Affairs, who
has announced his resignation as of the
clo5e ofthe second semester.
His successor will assume all of
Father
Ratterman's
present
responsibilities, will report directly to
the President of the University and will
have the- title of Dean of Student
Affairs.

contacted and are planning to send
representatives
to
Xavier
for
participation in the day. Chris Markey,
I.he Executive Assistant, has asserted
that "this has been quite a success. The
cooperation of these high schools was
much greater than I originally

Grill Balcony•
Question & Answer-Robert Taft (Ohio Congressman)
Major Address-"Political Implications"
Grill
Question & Answer-Robert Lynn (Cincinnati Enquirer)
Major Address-"Nuclear Power Facilities and Pollution"
Panel-Robert Toetfer- State Game Protector
(Representative) - Fish Biologist
(Representative) - State Game Advisor
Grill Balcony•
Major Address - "Effect of Air Pollution on Plants"
by Dr. Ibrahim J. Hindawi (Taft Center)
Paul Weiser (Sierra Club)
Terrace Room
URBAN PROBLEMS
Panel - Ray Lenzer (Cincinnati Health Labs)
"Overview of Total Health Picture of Cincinnati"
Welden Fill (Housing and u·rhan Planning)
"Urban Planning"
James Newton (Cincinnati Health Labs)
"Federal Action on Solid Wastes in Environment"
Question & Answer - Msgr. Edward O'Rourke
(National Catholic Rural Life Conference)
Majo! Address - "Christian Approach"

(Continued on page 3)

Three Teams Running in
Senate Pres. and V.P. Race

There will be three tickets running
in the April 30-May 1 elections for next
year's Student Body President and VicePresident. The running mates ll'ere ·all
asked ~o submit reswnes of the
background
information
they
considered pertinent to the elections.
The tickets (alphabetically) are Dan
Kubasiak-Joe
Cormier,
Mike
O'Connell-Nick Esposito, and Mark
1hiron-John Coyne. Their oll'n
statements are printed below.

DAN
KUBASIAK:
Home:
Bronson, Michigan; High School:
Orchard Lake. St. Mary's, Detrmt:
Junior, Political Science; Junior Class
Advisory Board; played on Freshman
baseball team; has been accepted to
Committee will be Dr. Albert F .. work on Senator Philip A. Hart's (D.
Anderson, Jr., Dr. Vytautas J. Mighigan) re-election campaign staff
Bieliauskas, Miss Mary Louise Faeth. this summer: active in intramurals. Pi
Dr. Richard J. Garasda. the Rev. E. J. Sigma XI (Pol. Sci.): member of the
O'Connor, S.J., the Rev. Joseph J. Junior Prom Committee.
Peters, S.J., Kenneth T. Scheurer and
JOE CORMIER: Home: Atherton.
the Rev. Orrin T. Wheeler, S.J .. along California: High School:
Loyola
with two students, Daniel J. Hauser Academy •. Wilmette. Illinois: Junior:
and Joseph M. Persinger.
HAD with pre-med concentration:

former associate editor of the XU
News; Alpha Sigma Nu; National
Jesuit Honor Fraternity; member of
Biology Club; active in intramurals;
attended University of Cincinnati's
Hamburg (Germany) Campus 6-69 to 969; have been active in Appalachian
Volunteer Program; selected to "Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities"; Dean's list student.
MIKE O'CONNELL: Acti\'ities
include Sophomore Class . Representative, Vice-President Student Body (I
semester), Junior Class President.
Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities. member of Alpha Sigma
Nu. member of Uni\'ersity Senate
Study Committee. member of Alumni
Board of Go\'ernors. residence hall staff
(2 years), member of Co-Education
Implementation Committee. chairman
of Community Conference. 1968-69.
NICK ESPOSITO: Acti\'ities inelude Sophomore Class Representative.
Junior Class Representati\'e, member
of Student Discount Commi11ee.
National Student Register in American
College and UniYersities. member of
Omicron Delta Epsilon (Econ. Frat.).
member· of the UniYersit~· Social
Committee.

MARK THIRON: Student Council
Repn:sentaliYe: dean's lis1 s1uden1.
orientation staff (2 years): ini1iated the
first February orientation progrnm:
Student Volunteer Ser\'ices member:
Student .council Represenlatiw to th,•
Association of Srndenl Gm·ernmenls
Conference in :\1lanta. 1%9: membo:r
of Omicron Delta Epsilon (honor
trn1ernity for eco1rnmics and finance
miijlll's):
al1crnat<'
s1ud,•n1
All students running for the S111dent
ro:pro:sen1a1i,·e lo 1hc Economi<'S and
Senate may submit a 75-word
Finance Do:par1111en1: memho:r of .·\lpha
~tatcmcnt for publication in .nexl week's
Sigma '.1111 (na1i,111a\ ,k,;uit lll>nor
NEWS. Such a statement may includo:
.. ,J{'"·
tniternily): S<'a1,•J 011 11niH•r,;i1~
background. 41aalifications. or aims ol'
··ommiltee
for coun,;,•llin)! and
Ille particular·candidate. Deadline for '
flon w1'II b r onr o f th r b an ds f flt tur"d
~
•ot Soturdo•·
• •
-~ ni1tht's dan\:f at •
.O.
psychologic;ll sen·ico:s: appoin1ed t<>
statemcnt.s·is S;11urday. April 25.
l----~------------· l\toonlii:ht Gardrns ..
(~ .111/i11ued ,111 rag,• 3)

Chairing the Screening Committee
will .be Dr. J. Kancy Hayes. Associate
Dean· of the College of Business
Administration. Any persons interested
in the Student, Affairs position shoi1ld
submit a written application either to
Dr. Hayes or to Father O'Connor.
Members of the
Screening

. •.•.:I
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Useless Committees

R_ep~:

:

:~.

•'

t0- ,Eberhard

~--

Only the head of the great committee in the sky know~_for
sure how many tri-partite committees there really are at Xavier,,
but there are at least thirteen standing tripartite university
co~mittees. Beyond this, there are any number of ad hoc
committees, joint committees, and the like.
We admit with Dr. Eberhard that
We have read with interest the text love God also- directly, as He is in
Himself.
We
do
not
think
that
St;-"John
these
two loves are to be profoundly
"Theology
of
Dr.
Eberhard's
speech,
Some time back Xavier made t_he great leap forward which
is saying this. And {ffi't~. we l!nited and that they cannot be
put students on these multifarious decision-making bodies in the and Politics: a Radical View," which think that ~misleading separated. But because of the above
appeared in the Xavier News of April
belief that· students could best represent student views and 15th. We think that Dr. Eberhard has when he states, in anotlfer s~ction, that reasons we cannot agree that we should
student interests. And after all, that is not too far-fetched.
done a real service by directing "John refuses to speak of our loving always'so focus our attention on loving
Nor is it too much to countenance a situation in which attention to the very im.portant social God." Perhaps Dr. Eberhard is God in the act of loving our neighbor
speaking only of the one passage of that we do not have to be concerned
several of these student committee-members would in fact be dimension of the Christian life, but that John under discussion, but he about loving Him directly as He is in
in his sincere enthusiasm for social
working against one another (since student views and interests Christianity he has incorporated some seemingly implies that St. John never Hin\self. This is what Dr. Eberhard
are by no means monolithic). But what would be ridiculous is if unsound theology into his presentation speaks of direct love of God. If Dr. seems to be saying. He quotes the
these student representatives were actually in agreement on which does nof do justice to the total Eberhard means -this, it is simply not eminent theologian Karl Rabner in
general aims, but in the course of particular committee decisions message of Christ as found in Scripture. true, since in many places St. John emphasizing that we love God in loving
speaks either explicitly or implicitly our neighbor. And Rabner does indeed
were hindering one another. There is--every reason to suppose While not pretending to address about direct love of God.
say this. (Theology Digest, Summer.
ourselves to all the points - good and
that this happens regularly.
bad - which we believe Dr. Eberhard
Furthermore, we do not think Jesus 1967, PP· 87-93). But Rabner also talks
Thus, for instance, the Library Committee investigates the has made, we do offer the following Himself taught the emphasis Dr. about a thrust of the Christian life
Eberhard seems to be suggesting: that which goes out to love God as He is in
Space Allocation Committee, the Space Allocation Committee comment.
we sh uld always focus our attention Himself.- In giving one theological
We
believe
that
Dr.
Eberhaffl-.ts
investigates the Library Committee, and the Planning and·
on lov~ng our ncighbor, and loving God( r~ason for renunciation in t~e Christian
Development Committee studies both of them. And on, and on. certainly correct in stressing the fact through our neighbor, and that we do ··life, ~a~ner,. 0 .b,serves: For ~uc.h
that our love of God and love of our
With this in mind, Student S~nate candidates might consider fellowman are united and that we not have 10 be much concerned about renunc1~t1on 1s either s~nseless or 1~ 1s
realized and combined expression
1 g G0d di' rectly or as He is in the
schemes to establish under the auspices of student government cannot really love God unless we are I0v'n
ff · h h
d h ·
h' h
0
Himself.
We
think
that
Jesus
taught
the
alt
• ope an c ar~ty w. 1c reaches
an· information bureau and coordination service for these deeply concerned with the various opposite hierarchy of loves, or out ~o~ards.
God prec1se.ly 1.n so far as
needs of our brother. Christianity, then,
committee members. Such a scheme might prove to have real has a deep social dimension at its very awareness of these loves Jesus loved he is m himself, and Without any
worth if carried out imaginatively.
core, something which many Christians men so deeply and ~erfectly and ~ediatio'n of the world, th"e goal of ~an
Beyond doubt, the real problem goes deeper: not only do have not always been very much aware ·selflessly precisely because He first m the ~u~rnatural order. (Theological
loved His Father. This direct love of lnvesllgat~ons_. Vol. 3, PP. 51-52). _or
students become caught up in the bureaucratic process, but so do of. However, we do have some His Father was always foremost in course, this direct love of God of w~1ch
reservations about certain of Dr.
faculty members and administrators.
Christ's consciousness. The progressive Rabner speaks c~n. take plac~ not JUst
Eberhard's observations.
and liberal Dutch Catechism tells us through renunc1at1on, but m many
A good argument could be put that Xavier's decision-making
Dr. Eberhard says: " ..... the man
other wavs too.
who
disbelieves
all
doctrines
even
to
the
that Jesus' attention was always
committees have lost sight of the real aims and goals of the
university, replaced by budget balancing, personality conflicts, point' of calling himself an atheist, focused on His Father: "To sum us
rejecting God, mortification, and Jesus' personal 'spirituality' in one
In the conclusion of his
minute-taking, and so on.
prayer all in oiie,blasphemous breath, word, one could say simply: the will of presentation, Dr. Eberhard cites from
Perhaps some day, Xavier will sponsor a Day of Awareness but nevertheless -dedicates himself to God. His 'vocation' ·at the Jordan is a Slant Manifesto, with citation seems to
on the University to bring all together to learn what we are doing bettering the social-political order - vocation to service. His preaching is crystallize his own thought. The
him I would not hesitate to call a God's reign. His deepest prayer is: Thy quotation ·reads: "We love God by
and to ask each other ..why?"

'A Bal-anced Picture'

Christian." Since Dr. Eberhard bases so will be done. It all comes to the same loving each other, in the Act of loving
much of his position on certain New thing - perfect obedience." (Dutch each other; Christ is present to us in so
D.G.R.
Testament texts, we feel it is fair to Catechism, P· 123).
far as we are present to each other. We
----//
point out that the New Testament
And the Out~: theologian Edward are saved, not by the intensity of our
authors St. John and St. Paul certainly Schillebeeckx, to Whom Dr. Eberhard love for God, nor by devotion to the
would not call such a man a Christian, refers, also points out that the focal sacraments or self-denial; we are saved
since they emphatically teach we must poin't of Christ was direct love of His by the degree to which we create
necessary: creating community in the have faith if we are to be true followers Father: "The whole of the earthly life of community in the world." Without
world.
of Christ and to be saved. The young Christ is loving obedience to the taking up each point of this quotation,
I believe that 'this is what Father and very much respected American Father, lived in all the common we say that if it is not to be taken
Klein meant when he wrote that the theologian, Gabriel Moran, says: "St. situations of the life of man. In its literally we feel Dr. Eberhard had the
; liturgy
should express our lives and our John's Gospel is most striking in actual content his human life becomes responsibility to elaborate a bit on the
Editor:
lives should express the liturgy. I showing faith on earth as not merely the religious expression of his abiding way he understands it, since it is at least
I should like to make one moreover second his proposal that the preparatory to but as the present submission to the holy will of the open to grave misunderstandings. If
clarification concerning my article Bellanriine liturgy involve the whole possessiori of eternal life. Revelation Father, in spite of death itself. This is Dr. Eberhard takes it literally himself
"Theology and Politics: a Radical community and that we seek new has reached a high point never to be the whole conterit of his human life; not and wants us to take it literally, what
View" and apply this to what Father cultural forms for celebrating the diminished; in entering the revelatory something outside it or over and above about, for instance, the numerous New
Klein has written in his faculty column Eucharist. There is room for cautious relationship man enters eternal life. it." (Christ the Sacrament of the Testament texts which point up the
on campus liturgy.
.
optimism that Father Klein's new Thus; heaven is not an object bestowed Encounter with God, p. 29). Again, and centrality' of the sacraments in the
W~ I say that I would not hesitate powers as
pastor, his profound upon man to reward him for doing in summary on this point, Christ's focus Christian life? For example, Jesus says:
to call~alcolm X or Mohandus knowledge· of the liturgy, and his good things on earth. 'At the moment of attention was on direct love of His · "I teli you most solemnly, if you do not
Gandhi "great Christian leaders". I am openness to adaptation and initiative of the disappearance of the last trace of Fatlfer, and precisely because of this eat the flesh of the Son of Man and
obviously taking the work "Christian" will result in a Xavier liturgy which is self love,' writes Schillebeeckx, 'the direct love of His Father He loved men drink his blood, you will not have life in
beatific vision wells up spontaneously so deeply and so completely.
you. Anyone who does eat my flesh and
in a radical sense. Radical means "root" both communal and alive.
in
our
very
being
Dr.
Eberhard's
,analysis
prompts
drink
my blood ha~ eternal life ...".
as
'if
from
within,
and I hold that Christianity at its roots
As one· of those who lives in
is primarily love of neighbor, and not Bellarmine parish but has been purified by grace, as if the bursting some comment on grace. Our life of __ (Jn. ~:SJ). ~nd Vatican. II states: ". :
asceticism, doctrine, or liturgy. These worshipping elsewhere, I am glad to opeit of the bubble of self-love made grace is a created parti.cipation in God's the htur~ ~s the summit to"'.ar~ whrch
later, without the former, are "sounding return and to cooperate,, with Father visible the deepest reality of the true I.' own life, and therefore is structured on all the act1v1ty of the Church 1s directed;
·
· 1st
· he 1ountam
"
· f rom
brass and thinlin·g cymbals ;, Kleiri-in any way~~. and hope Patristic and medieval treatments of God•s life. Now God's .life is first and at t.he same time
It
However, I in no way mean to imply that many students will ilo the same. faith retained this central insight that foremost immanent ·activity _ it is which all her power flows."
that the ideal Christian leader would be With the resources and personnel at our 'faith is a habit of mind, whereby directed at God Himself first of all (Constitution on the Liturgy, No. 10).
a secular humanist. In Rahner's phrase, disposal there is no reason why eternal life is begun in us.' Likewise, the because this is the way it has 10 be And to give our remarks a bit of local
· a recent entry ·m
the secular humanist is an anonymous Bellarmine's liturgy should notexcell Council of Trent was far removed from because of the very nature of God. fl avor, we reca ti that m
Christian. Radically he is a Christian any in the Cincinnati area and have an extrinsicist and objective picture of From all eternity the life of God is the Xavier News Father Leo Klein, the
but at the same time he is -bereft of profound effects upon our political and faith and salvation in speaking of faith centered in the immanent acts of God University Chaplain, pointed out how
as 'the beginning of man's salvation, the .
. f k
.
.
, much Bellarmi'ne Chapel should be one
Christian symbolism and this is a social involvement as consciously
foundation of source of all - acts o nowmg and lovmg. God s
serious shortcoming. Far better for a not anonymously - Christian.
~
k
·
dI ·
· ·
of the main centers of Xavier's life and
justification"'.
(Theology . . of now.mg an ovmg.act1v1ty also go out
man to realize explicitly ·Christ's
Revelation,
p:lsol;
of
Himself
~nd
bnng
about
creation
we
agree.
Sincerely,
presence in his life and to express it
.
~
and redemption. In other words, God's
\
consciously
through
doctrine,
Dr. ~~h.inlf1!_'1her states: "I think life is necessarily aimed first of all at
In summary, we believe that Dr.
Kenn~tti'D. Eberhard
asceticism, and liturgy as long as he is
that
the!e--are
e~~
central
texts
in
Himself,
and
then
at
His
creation.
As
Eberhard
is to be commended in
Assistant Professqr of Theology
at the same time doing the one thing
the. ~cw Te~ent to found at ~east a we participate in God's life through emphasizina the necessity of each
legtttma~e op1nton that _love of ne1gh~or grace, the same hierarchy is established. Christian takina very seriously the
and love of God are inseparable; 1.e., We are called to love God above all else social dimension of Christianity. But
that it is impossible to have one without - yea even more deeply than our we believe he presents an unbalanced
th~ other_. .."We not only agree·with fellowman but also, very vieW of the Christian life, and that in
this, but.10 further than Dr. Eberhard , importantly, we-are called to love our places his -presentation is lackina in
an~ ~Y that this is ~ot. only a legitimate fellowman. And we are called to love sound theolo1Y. since it does not
opanton but that th11 11 what Sc~pture God directly, as He is in Himself, as correlate with all the data which
EDITOR-IN.C."HIEF ...•.•..•••••••••...••••...••••••.. William F. Barko says, that we know or ~o Scnpture well as lovina Him in the act or loving Scripture 1ives us.
MANAGING EDITOR •........•..• ,_,_._ .•• .,................... D:ni1 F. Walsh exegete who •~ys otherwt1e. But we men. We believe that this hierarchy of
Edward Brueggcinan. S ..I.
ASSOCIATE EDITORS . . . . . . . . . •
. , Gres Boehm, Gary Reed cannot ~ll'CC .with Dr. Eberhard when · loves in our Christian life which we
Chairman,
SPORTS EDITOR ••.....•.•.....••...•.•.••..••...•.•.•.. Jai;k Murray he continues in the same passage and have mentioned has been established by
Department of Theology
IAVOIJT EDITOR .•...........••.••...•••••....••.•••..•••• I.Jan Costello :ta~:
and ~oreov~r that, the Jesus Himself: 04Jesus said, 'You must
CIRCULATION MANAGER .........•••.•.........•..• Paul McLauahlin oc~ of our. attention should be on love the Lord your God with all your
COLUMNISTS ...•........•....••.•....•....... Mark Meany, Dan Kane lo~mg our neighbor. John seems to say heart, with all your soul, and with all
Edward Carter, S.J;
PHOTOCillAPHERS ....•.....••.•....•.•.... Mike Hipakind, John Miller quite cle~ly that we love God by loving your mind. This is 'the greatest and the
Associate Professor of
REl"OR1'ERS '.: ..• Patrick DCcker, Peay Griffin, Bob Hyle, Steve Goodman anot~er. To .58Y that 0.ne way. we love first commandment. The second
Theoloay
u•..._ ~"Y durina 1hc ~11001 .vcar_ 11~p1 ~urin1 vacation and eaa111ina1ion periada by xavicr .~od is. by lovmg o~r neighbor 1s totally resembles it: You must love your
Ulli11Wn11y, Ha111i11un Cuu111y, E••nilun, C111car.nau, 01110 45207. S2.00 per year.
different from saymg that we should neighbor· as yours If 0
h
c · n t ese two
f
.
.
Thomas Savage. S ..I.
. Entcllll ., 111Cnnd c.... mancr <>ctollcr 4, 1946. ·11 •he r ..11 omre a1 Cincinna1i, Ohio. under Ilic ocus our attention on lovrng our commandments hang the
h 1, L·
Associate Professor of
· -• .... • J ,,... ·
• hb
..... h · ·
.
w o c .1w.
Act ........ ~••.. · ..... • • , ' • • ' · -· ·
, · · ne1g or, an.. • at 11 1s not 1mportaat to and t~e prophets also .... (Mt. ]J: .J 7• ).
40
English

Letten

Clarification

. . ··

----

'Clerical Abuses' Prompts Lively Debate
In Op~n Publication Committee Session
b' PEC.GY GRIFHN
On March 19. the Publications
Committee, headed by 'Mr. Roger A.
Fortin, held an open meeting regarding
tlie fabliau "The Clerical Abuses of
Putnam County, Kentucky" in the
recent issue of the A thenaeum.
In his report of the findings of the
fabliau, Mr. Fortin stated, "In our
judgment ihe March 19 meeting
(attended by over seventy students and
teachers) proved instructive. To be
sure, contradictory points of view were
presented."
"Mr. Vonderhaar, for example,
referred to Mr. John Blanchard's
fabliau as 'a sick joke' and 'an
embarrassment to Xavier.' Mr. Kelly
suggested the possibil~y that it might
have a detrimental effect on our
admissions."

fabliau as a literary form, the question
of whether the story should have been
censored by the Athenaeum staff was
possed at the open meeting. "Professors
Fontana, Wentersdorf, Glenn, Fr.
Savage (all from the Department of
English) answered in the negative.
Professor Fontana asserted in his
article "The Great Fabliau Faux Pas"
that A thenae11111 'writers are trying to
experiment and create out of the
traditions of literature which they are
studying at this university.' It would be
·unfortunate, he argued, 'if the tastes
and prejudices of the less informed were
used as norms to censor and control the
experiments, interests, and freedom of
the better informed, particularly
unfortunate at an institution which
' professes to be a university engaged in
the processes of humane learning.'"

T.he committee suggested "the the
'next issue express its regrets for having
· offended a number of its readers.' Such
an expression of regret, assures Rev.
Connolly who made the motion, 'would
not sugg;sr an abasement of the
A thenaeum 's freedom of aesthetic
expression but would only demonstrate
its humanistic commitment to· respect
the deepest religious priorities and
sensitivities of its readers.'"

Seniors Reach
38% Gift Goal

O'Connor Discusses Pressing Issues
---·---...,_

Returns of pledges to date show
that 38 per cent of the class goal
$4,000.00 has been raised; with the
participati'on figure set at 25 per cent.

In his statement OJ'!:dlle status olcoed dorms, Fr. O'Connor said, "We
will have coeds in the dorms next year.
· The gift itself is a self-perpetuating
I'm not sure yet where they will be;
scholarship to be given annually in the
probably either Husman or Kuhlman
nam·e of the class of 1970. It should be
Hall."
noted that the amount of the
Concerning the University Senate, scholarship will be determined by the
Fr. O'Connor commente<r that . the · am.ount '.of. interest received' from the '
Senate will have a great deal to ~ay total figure pledged by the members of
about what goes on in the university. the Senior Class.
Dr. McCoy, Chairma_!l of the
Beginning.in fifteen years, sons and
committee on the University Senate
daughters of the Class of 1970 will be
was on hand to point out the major
given 'preference in the administration
advantages of . such a senate. "The
of the scholarship.
University Senate," Dr. McCoy stated,
A little less than five weeks remain
"made up of students, faculty,
administration, and atu·mni will serve as in the academic year in which to put
a forit of ideas, and will have the power Remembrance Fund '70 over the top! I
to look into anything in the university, f you have any questions, please ask a
to
report,
and
to
make Senior Class officer or a member of the
recommendations." Father O'Connor Rembrance Fund '70 committee.
pointed out that the Senate will have no
Please think about Remembrance
legal power. "This isn't a legislative Fund '70 - You do make a difference.
Body, but it can exert moral pressure in
the form 'of formal reports.'' He stated Remembrance Fund '70 - Not for
that the Senate will not have any final today·= for tomorrow.
legal authority.

One student questioned the
possibility of a raise in tuition for next
·year. Fr. O'Connor said that there was
a possibility of another tuition raise if
the current deficit is not eliminated.
President O'Connor also stated that
there is a current study being made on
cutting down on school programs and
varsity- sports to make up the deficit;
however, this report has not been
completed yet.· "If we did drop any
varsity sports," Father stated, "it won't
go info effect next year because we are
already committed."
In regard to appointment of a
succ:e&SOr for Fr. Ratterman, Fr.
O'Connor stated that a committee has
been appointed to screen applicants
and choose a replacement. · The
committee is composed of faculty
members and two students. "We have

Fr. O'Connor commented ~t> the
Joint Statement on Students' Rights
and Responsibilities will be coming
·soon. It has not yet been submitted.
President O'Connor also answered
various questions on the status of the
Boarii of Trustees and'the possibility of
seating a student on the board. Father
said, "It isn't that we question the
intelligence of students, but we need
people with a great deal of experience
and feeling for the community on the
Boara of Trustees. We don't feel that
students have enough experience that
they could warrant a seat on the
board." One student asked· why a
student could not be present to observe
the Board meetings to report back to
students. Father O'Connor said that he
saw no problem with having someone
ohsel'\'<' nn the Roard of Trustees.

ilc.'1' .. •"'-'

Applications
For Editor
An\' student interested in applying
for editorship of either next year's
Athen:1c11111 nr Ycarhonk must file an
applil'ation with Pr. Roger .Fortin.
Chairman of the Puhlications Committee. I >cadlinc for application is
April 24. Dr. Fortin's office is in
Schniidt Hall (KSJ-3544).

Candidate
Information
(Continued from page I)
university committee on racial justice
and social charity; member of
Organization
for
Interracial
Awareness; member of original Student
Council Constitutional Revision
Committee; sub-chairman for this
year's Junior prom; played on
Freshman
Baseball
team
and
intramuraf softball; selected to "Who's
Who.:. in American Colleges .and
Universities.

•

1 .•

Panel - Mrs. Elizabeth Lenz (Planned Parenthood)
Cylde McCoy (U.C. Department of Sociology)
Dr. Carl A. Huether, Jr. (Zero Polulation Growth)
Peter Seidel (Urban Architect)
Rev. George Currain, S.J. (XU)
3:30

Grill Balcony•
Major Address - "Truth, Nothing but the Truth, on Pollution"
Dr. Irving Buff (Charleston, W. Vir.)

S:OO

Cafeteria
G. Stephenson Play

8:00

Grill
Question & Answer - Stanley Hedeen (Ecologist, Xavier University)

9:30

Grill Balcony•
Major Address - Congressman T. S. Foley
I. Committee of Internal.and Insular Affairs
a. Sub-Committee of Irrigation and Reclamation
b. Sub-Committee of Mines and Mining
_c. Sub-Committee of Territorial and Insular Affairs
2. Agriculture Committee

• In case of bad weather -

this presentation ·will be held in the Cash Room
of Logan Hall

is
TBIST

yourba
Perhaps you've never given much thought to
WHAT "your bag" really is!
You're not alone! More than 3500 others have
searched asking the same question . • . "is
this my bag?''
Yet, after "leveling" with themselves they discovered that they were "up tight" and wanted
to follow in the steps of St. Francis of Assisi
who more than 700 years ago decided to "do
his own thing."
·
More than 3500 Franciscan priests and brothers are in far-flung missions around the world,
others are conducting parishes or teaching in
schools or universities; others are in home
mission territories.
They have one thin1fin common .•• they're
all telling it like it is!
IS THIS YOUR BAG!
If you'd like to find' out, fill in this coupon for

Dean's list
more information.
average; member of Alpha Sigma Nu
(national Jesuit honor· fraternity);
Franciscan Vocation Office
Executive. Co-ordinator of Student
Poat Office Box 1983
Council "Speak" Program; CoSenta Fe, New Mexico 87501
Chairman · of the October
I5
I would like to find out whether or not the Franciscan
Moratorium Day Program at Xavier:
priesthood or brotherhood is "my bag."
co-author of the
section
of
representation itdopted by Student
Name
Council for its new constitution:
sponsor · of the Student Council
AddreH
resolution on liberty reform: played
City
intramural football and softhall:
member · of Student
Voh111tel·rs
State
Services: member of University Tuition
Age ____ Year - - Committee, 1970: Assistant CoPhone No. - - - ordinahfr of Student CouncilI Speakers
I , '('I.•'.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
Committee.

JOHN

',!I
"'

Grill

OVER POLULATION

of~·fiiiiiiiiiiiii=iiii:;;;=;;;::-;;;;;::;::;::;;;;;:====::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;..

The Most Rev. Paul L. O'Connor
addressed the student body on April 20
concerning such university changes as
increase in tuition, appointment of a
replacement for Father Ratterman.
status of the University Senate, status
of coed dorms, and the joint statement
on student rights and responsibilities.
The tuition increase from $38.00 to
$45.00 a credit hour will reflect an
average increase of $105.00 · per
semester hour according to Fr.
O'Connor~This • ~s not an easy
statement for the president of a
university to make," Fr. O'Connor
continued, "but we want to keep up
scholastic excellence and we can't do it
unless we raise the tuition. Last year
and again this year Xavier has operated
witli a financial deficit of nearly half a
million dollars. Only through gifts has
the university - been able to meet its
current obligations. As we look to 197071. in view of rising costs for salaries,
supplies, and services, and unless some
new steps are taken, the deficit for that
fiscal year will be $1,000,000.00."

had applications' from inside and
.outside the university community," Fr.
O'Connor
stated.
"When
the
applications have been cut down to a·
smaller number, I would like to have
the applicants inter.viewed by a
committee from Student Council so
that they could submit a report naming
the two or three candidates they consider the most worthy." President
O'Connor went on to stale th:ll Fr.
Rattennan's replacement would take
on all the responsibilities which Fr.
Ratterman now has. "I lwpe that the
new reph1cement will be named hcl'nrc
the cnJ of the year."

(Continued from page I)

The second recommendation by
Cafeteria
S:JO
Rev. Peter Cary, S.J., Dan Costello.
G. Stephenson Play
and Michael Martin recommended that
Terrace Room
no action should be taken against the 6:30
AIR POLLUTION
Moderator or Editor of the A1henaew11
Panel-J. Floyd Byrd (Manager of Environmental Conditions Dept.)
or I.he author of the fabliau.
Proctqr and Gamble Company
The committee also suggested that
Gordon D. Sterling (Asst. Plant Mgr.)
the following statement appear in
Formica Corporation
future A1he11ae11111 issues: "'The
Eugene Ermenc (Executive Cincinnati Air Pollution Control Board)
material in this magazine represents the
Dr. Richard J. Garascia (Chemistry Department X.U.)
experimental literary efforts of students
D;~vid Surber (Attorney)
·
at Xavier University. It is not the
Question
&
Answer
Grill
intention of the writers or the editors to
Keith Schwab, Federal Water Pollution Control Admin.
offend any individual or group within
the university community.'"
Grill Balcony•
Question - Answer
Walter Howard, Urban Economist

"Lastly," the report went on to say,
There was also more favorable "Rev. Leo Klein, S.J., believes that 'the
testimony on the fabliau. "Professor fabliau 'The Clerical Abuses of Putnam
Wentersilorf agrees with Dr. Fontana . _County, Kentucky' has nothing to do
that Mr. Blanchard's fabliau is not with religious commitment' and 'is not
'filthy,
pornographic,
and blasphemous.' He strongly opposes its
blasphemous.' In their opinion 'These censorship."
objections rcnec(a complete ignorance
The committee, which unanimously
of the particular literary form Mr. agreed that Mr. Blanchard's fabliau is
Blanchard was avowedly and explicitly not blasphemous or pornographic,
working in - the fabliau ~ and the presented two recommendations to the
·conventions of subject-matter and administration regarding the fabliau in
A return meeting for the Xavier
treatment appropriate to it.'"
question and future publication of
University Senior class Gift Committee
Due to a popular ignorance of the questionable articles.
was held last Wednesday, April 15. The
purpose of the meeting was to enable
workers for Remembrance Fund '70 to
"return pledges contributed by the
members of the class.

BY PEGGY GRIFFIN

Ecology Day
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SID Will Accept ·1 of 9 Job Offers

CHERRY WILL RESIG~ POST
.

.

The Xavier News has learned that Jack Cherry. sports helps raise money for the athletic. program. Cherry has
infolil11ation director. will resign his post at Xavier and started working on details of the Jamboree which will be
accept an ..athletic position" with another organization.
held August 31. ·
Contacted in his office Monday morning. Cherry said
Cherry came under fire this past season from students
he had no comment on whether he would or would not after the dismissal of football coach Irv Etier - charged
leave ... I have received nine offers. three of which I am not with inability to instill confidence in XU's program to the
even interested in." Cherry said. "All are in athletics."
general public by the athletic board.
Unimpeachable sources say that Cherry will definitely
Senior Ron Mo~ning of Lima, Ohio, circulated an open
not be at Xavier next year.
letter asking the athletic board if it was not also the
The three offers Cherry is uninterested in include a responsibility of the SID (Cherry) and athletic director (Jim
publicity position in the state of Washington and another in MCCafferty) to instill this confidence. His letter which
proposed an investigation into the athletic department,
the sate of Texas, he says.
"specifically concentrating" on SID and AD positions. was
Speculation is that one or the offe..S Cherry is seriously
co-signed by Jack Murray, News sports editor.
considering is assistant public relations· man with the
Student Council, under the auspices of president Tim
Cincinnati Bengals. "They are a fine organization," was
Cherry's only comment. "It would not mean relocating my Burke passed a resolution which in effect called for an
investigation by the athletic board and supported the open
family."
letter. No action has been taken.
Al Heim, Bengals' PR director, was unavailable for
comment when the story .broke late Sunday and early . . Cherry says that all nine offers have come since late
February, most coming "while I was in Washington (D.C.)"
Monday. The News went to press Monday afternoon.
helping with public relations for the NCAA basketball
It is likely Cherry will join Heim since the Cincinnati
finals.
Reds hired an assistant PR man because of the new
Cherry's departure will end 12 years service to Xavier.
ri'verfront stadium. Cherry has been seen in the press box at
·At the age of 23, he was appointed XU SID in September
Heim's side observing at past Bengal home games.
21. 1958, coming from the Lancaster, Ohio Eagle Gazette
Cherry's departure will probably occur sometime in ttie
( 1957-58).
summer, since his contract runs through then. Hi;- last
Previously, while a student at Xavier from 1954-56 he
official act will be the annual Xavier Golf Jamboree. which
gathers sports personalities together for-~ day of golf and assisted his predecessor Bob Coates as part-time employee.
Cherry, born in Norfolk, Virginia, but graduated from
Columbus, Ohio, St. Charles College Prep, left Xavier in
'56 to accept a position as state editor with the Piqua. Ohio
Daily Call. During the interim he also attended Ohio State.
Cherry has won a citation from· the United States
,..._Basketball Writers Association for "Excellence of Working
~Conditions and Press Service" (1960-61) and also won
.,, awards for his press brochures from 1962-66. His 1964-65
edition was selected as the best in the nation by the
USBWA. He has also been appointed NCAA District four
representative to the NCAA Public Relations Committee.

Jack Cherry

Among the leading candidates for the vacated position
will probably be Paul Ritter, who has covered Xavier the
last three years for the Cinci11nati Enquirer. and Dave
Lynch, freshman basketball coach.

The Keefe brothers, Gerry and Jim
Jr., were close. They were close in age.
attended the same schools and took an
interest in the same things.
I

Jim, 40, died suddenly Sunday
morning of a heart attack after flying
here from his Chicago home to attend
Gerry's funeral, Gerry. 42, had died less
than 24 hours earlier at Good
Samaritan Hospital.
of
AFTER COMPLAINING
-feeling ill Saturday, Jim was examined
by his mother's doctor. He was given
medication and advised to report to
Jewish Hospital Sunday for a checkup.
He was last seen alive by his mother,
Mrs. Marian Keefe, at 11 p.m.
Saturday when she retired for the night.
Jim was found dead on the porch of his
mother's home, 3739 Ledgewood Dr.,
Avondale, at 7:30 a.m. Sunday.
Both were active at Xavier University from which each was graduated in
1951.

G.;rry was Xavier's place-kicking
specialist on the football team. Jim was

I

.Go Road

·~ ~~c~::~v~,~~:..~1
XAVIER ATHLETICS is beginning the road back to athletic respectability.
One man though is leaving the road after seeing Xavier suffer its worst athletic
season ever - worst ever seaso_ns in football and basketball. His name is Jack
Cherry (see story opposite).
Cherry does not fit in with the new look that is cropping up around the
Xavier athletic department. This spirit says that Xavier can win, will win and
better win. Everyone - students, coaches, playe~, teachers a~d administration
are cooperating. Jack Cherry can co-operate, but only on his terms. He has
proven he can by his work the past few months, which has been an improvement
over the last few years.
I am forever indebted to Cherry for the break he got for me in reporting. (He
was instrumental in my landing a part-time position with the· Cincinnati
Enquirer): But I had to look past this, when Ron Moening, Tim Burk and myself
began to discover that in the last few years a lot of back stabbing, dissension, and
total disregard for Xavier was occurring within the department. And Jack Cherry
was responsible for much of it. We wanted an explanation.

• • • •
CHERRY OFTEN ASSUMED POWER that SID's ordinarily don't have
and shouldn't have. He dictated policies to coaches. A bitter .hatred developed
between him and Ed Biles, former XU football coach. The dislike carried over to
Bile's successor, Irv Etier. Joe Hawk and Cherry are hardly on speaking terms.
The basketball coaches and Cherry seem to tolerate each other, but the
relationship becomes strained at times. For example, when Cherry is away the
coaches may prepare a release on a high school kid just signed. Upon his return,
Cherry will scold George Krajack for going over Cherry's head.
Cherry despises students, sometimes even openly. He blames them
unequivically for Don Ruberg's ouster as basketball coach four years ago. He
denied the Xavier News seating room on the press table for the XU-UC game at
the Gardens, because of a technicality. He has denied visiting pro football scouts
information on Xavier players. There are other examples of his authoritarian
rule, which began rubbing people the wrong way toward Xavier. Visiting press
and scouts often find him hard to locate when information is needed.

• • • •
THE MUSKETEER CLUB has been unhappy with his work as secretary.
They have moved to oust him from his position. Alumni are often heard griping
about Cherry one night while meekly smiling and drinking with. him the next.
Alumni around the country are heard to comment that the only news they hear
; about Xavier is always· bad.
This wasn't always the case. Jack Cherry was once a good sports information
director, and can be when he wants to. Uritil last year he was only a part-time
employee of the university. He would close his office in May and wor,k the
. ' summer months at River Downs Race track. But last year the athletic board
· ' voted to make Cherry a full-time employee.

Keefe Brothers Die
(Reprintedjrom The Enq11irer)
(Monday's Editions)

I

~~

sports editor of the Xavier News. In his
senior year, Jim originated the Xavier
University Most Valuable Player
Award for basketball which has been
given every year since then.

Cherry came to Xavier young and enthusiastic and worked hard. What
happened in the last few years is hard to surmise. Perhaps he let persona~
prejudices work up to the point of saying the heck with Xavier. Perhaps he felt
too secure in his position, since as one coach is said to have remarked, "coaches
come and go, but the SID stays." Instead of working with department employees,
he worked in a one-upmanship sort of. way against them. Forever, he created
mischievous rumors.

BOTH WERE ACTIVE in the
Alumni Association, Gerry in
Cincinnati and Jim in the Chicago
chapter.

*

Jim went to Chicago 10 years ago to
become a free-lance advertisins
executive. ·Before that, he worked fo1
the Kroger Co., in Cincinnati and
Dayton.
The brothers were buried in joint
services. Mass of the Resurrection was
11: 15 a.m. Tuesday at Guardian Angel
Catholic Church. Visitation was 4-9
p.m. Monday at T. P. White Funeral
Home, Mt. Washington. Burial was in
Gale of Heaven Cemetery.

*'

*

*

DESPITE ALL THIS, we wish the man good luck in whatever job he takes.
The man that replaces Cherry should be young, aggressive, and possess the drive
~hat Jack Cherry had when he first took the position at the age of 23. He should
l>e willing to work hard for Xavier and help the athletic program up the road to
success, as Jack Cherry did in his early days as Xavier Sports Information
Director.

·~ V.fhatdi~ . ···.·
'1'"'
. • ! 'JOU. say····.
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/ .\ about ollr ·. · · ·. .•. .•. ·
.· \,_little sister? .·

UC Tiff Today
The Musketeer baseball nfoe battles
the University of Cincinnati nine on
UC's campus today at 3 p.m.

SUMME~

STUDENTS
OXFORD APARTMENTS
Vacancies For June, July and August at
SUMMER RATES
Also Renting for FALL and SPRING Semesters
Furnished or Unfurnished
Air Conditioned, Parking, Disposals. Washers
and Dryers
SEE
BILL CUNNINGHAM, APT. 8, 1005 DANA AVE.
or CALL BILL AT 281-8677

:~'

If You Can Not Reach Bill, Please .Call
MR. ERIC BOSE
231-2844,

Ju.st that she's mad about the refreshing· taste of Coca-Cola. •
It has the ta_ste yol.J never get tired of. That's why. things
z .,,

after Coke.
8~1: :::~::Bottl.ing.
0:•:f~'h~:~~:,~:~~:~ny~~ke,
puny, Cincinnati

'!'he Coca·Cola
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XU SweepS Dayton For Year
BY DENNY KING
left the score 1·1.
Xavier's baseballers dropped two of
XU came back in the fourth inning
three games in last week's play, being
when Jack Herbert got a single, stole
shut out by- Miami of Ohio 3-0, and
second and scored on a hit by catcher
surprised by Ball State 3-2. ·
John Martino and an error by Ball
From there the Muskies went to State catcher, Tim Fitzgerald.
Dayton, where they captured their
Ball State didn't tie things up until
second consecutive win over the
the top of the seventh with two great
University of Dayton this season by the
bunts. Pitcher Dick Collins delivered
score of 7-6.
the first bunt down the first base line
Xavier just didn't seem to be able to and made it'to first. Pack Graig made it
monopolize on opportunities last to first next on an error by Don
Tuesday when they went to Oxford and Jostworth. Second baseman, Rick
came home with their fifth shutout of Klenczewski, loaded the bases with a
the season. Miami, managed to make bunt down the third base line. Collins
three runs out of seven hits while the scored the tieing run when Denny Barry
Muskies got no runs but six hits.
flied out.
For seven consecutive Innings the · The end of the game for Xavier
Muskies left at leut one man on base at came in the top of the ninth inning
the end of the innin1, the exception when Pack Graig, who, incidentally
being the second Inning when men were was all-Conference last year, belted a
left on Rnt and thlr~.
line drive 400-feet deep into center field
Miami's first baseman, Dennis
Smith, got the only--home run of the
game when he hit a line drive over the
right field fence leaving the score at the
eno of the second inning 1-0.in favor of
Miami.
Miami's other two runs came in the
third inning. Third baseman, Gary
Cooper got a single and went to third
off a hit by center fielder, Ken Kovac.
Later in the inning, Kovac tried to steal
second and was tagged out.
While the first and second baseman
were throwing the ball back and forth,
Cooper bolted for the plate. The throw
to catcher John Martino was too late
and Cooper scored while Kovac went
easily to second. Kovac also scored
_later in the inning leaving it 3-0. The
remaining innings were scoreless.
From-there the Muskies returned to
their home Reid to take on Ball State,
Don Jostworth, second baseman got
thln1s under way In the lbit Inning ·
when he walked to Rnt and scored off
hits by Brad Graff and Chris Stenaer,
Denny Barry had scored a run In the
top.of the inning
for Ball State which
,:
.

G/s there

a'Paulist

in the crowd? Believe it or not, a campus protest group is 1101 an unlikely
place to find a Paulist.
Why? Because Paulists are the
mediators of our time ... stand·
ing between God and man . . .
undi;rstanding, helping, loving
... trying to bring together the
extremes of the world we live
in and the Church.
·

for a home run. No itits or runs were
scored in the bottom of the ninth and
the Muskies were stopped right there, 32.

Xavier then took to the road again,
this time to Dayton. XU had take the
Dayton team by the score of 4-2 just
one week previous.
· The Muskies scored more runs in
this game than they had since
Moorehead. It was a close battle all the
way up into the top of the eighth inning
when the Muskie!; pulled it out.
XU's Pat Brant brought in the tieing
run on a single and catcher John
Martino brought the winning run in on
a double. The ninth inning was
scoreless, and for the second time this
season, Dayton bowed to Xavier, 7-6.

The Xavier football squad held its
first spring scrimmage on Saturday and
after a lengthy workout all observers
walked away impressed with both the
team's development and the way coach
Dick Selcer and his staff handled the
exhibition.
It was obvious from the play that
the 'staff and the players are still in a
learning process adapting to one
another and to a riew style of football.

...

··.:

·-

Cunningham_ Cites Players_
BY BOB HYLE

If Xavier's baseball squad is to have
XU was scheduled to meet any success this year, it will be partly
Bellarmine at home last Sunday but the because of hard hitting third baseman,
game was called off due to wet field.
Bill Cunningham.

Bill feels that Coach Hawk has done
a good job for Xavier. "He has a lot of
good points. He dedicates a lot of his
time and has contributed much to the
program.

Bill is not disappointed with the
team's progress so far. After a dismal
road trip to New Orleans, Bill still
thinks they came· oui all right. "We
played some pretty good teams. Tulane
was ranked number three in the country
and Loyola had already played I 5
games."

Coach Hawk feels that the Notre
Dame 1ame is the moit important of
the year. Bill feels that there are three
bi& ones left - the Notre Dame game
and the two contests with U.C.
"Personally, said Bill, if we could have
one victory, I would take the UC game
here at Xavier. I think we ha"e to beat
Another reason for Bill's optimism UC.
Bill is not sure about what will
The quarterback situation has still this year is the underclassmen..., think
not been settled and Selcer was not we have a very youn1 team. We only happen next year. He is having
about to make any definitive statements have three Seniors, but we have a lot of interviews with three companies now,
or predictions after just a week of freshmen who are startin1. ilnd with including Chubb & Son, a casualty and
practice. Dave Myers, Paul Smith, and more 1ames they should develop some property underwriter whom he would
like to work with. He feels he has an
Jimmy Stevens shared the spot equally experience.
on Saturday.
A big contribution to the team this outside chance of playing pro ball and
"I wouldn't put them in any
year has been made by Bill. He has would take it, if it came along. "I have
two, three order right now," said Se~:~: .fielded well and is batting close to . 330 talked with a couple of scouts, but I am
not expecting anything."
"All th ree had t he1r
. moments,
.
they all so far.
did a number of things well."

Improvement After
First Scrimmage
BY JOJ.:IN PRICE

..:;

"The pass.in& 1a~e could have been ·
better thoup, but you can't put a
"We're still in a learning period, a . blocking 1ame to&ether In one week
period· of adaptation," said Se leer, and passin1 takes a lot of tlmln1. I wu
Xavier football coach Dick Selcer
following the scrimmage. "It's a matter pleased with the way Ivy Williams was
of learning discipline and adapting to comln1 out of the backfield to catch the announces the signing of four more
players to grant-in-aids.
an entirely ·different routine," ball."
emphasized the coach.
Several personnel changes have
The signees include Joe .Crowley of
· The game was held in segments of already been made but it will be a while· LaSalle High School, Frederick Von
15 minutes with no players being ·before Selcer decides on their Bargen of Moeller, John Gompers of
designated as first or second squad permanence. John Fantauzzo has been Wheeling; W. Va., Central Catholic,
members. It was confined to the two moved to linebacker, Ed Huger to and Mike Petrasek of Akron, Ohio,
ends" of the field and scoring was defensive end, and Jim Brophy has Archbishop Hoban.
returned to the backfield.
sacrificed for the sake of execution.
Crowley, a S-9, 175-pound offensive
Besides Ivy, Selcer cited the play of and defensive back, ranks I Ith
"The play was ragged at times,"
admitted Selcer referring to several ;Mike Herr a·t offensive tackle, and the academically in a class of 298. tte is a
fumbles and bad pitchouts, "but you excellent execution of linebackers Ed national honor student. He won
honorable mention all·city in the
have to expect that early in practice. Cogan and Tony DelVccchio.
We're working on a very skilled type of
This should be an important week Greater Cincinnati teague and also
offense that takes a lot of work and as Selcer and his staff evaluate the game won three letters in baseball.
Von Bargen, 6-1, 197-pound guard
timing."
films which were taken from two
Selcer was most pleased with the different angles to provide a more and linebacker, won honorable
mention all-city and all-league honors
overall effort and attitude of his players detailed analysis.
for the undefeated Crusaders.
who were far from being shy in the
Gompers,
5-11,
180-pound
hittingdepartment. _
OOJ
halfback, won all-city and all-league
"I was very pleased with the kids.
OpS,
honors in the Mountaineer and Ohio
They're ·very enthusiastic and anxious
Schackmann,
general Valley Athletic Conference. He is fifth
Dave
to work on our program. They all made
gooo efforts and really went after one manager of WCXU radio, is a native of in a class of !09 boys.
Cincinnati and not Des Moines, la., as
Petrasek, 5-10, 203-pound guard
another."
"Another thing I liked was that they reported in the News. Dave's parents and' d~fensive lineman, won all-district
and all-city awards. He is a national
didn't repeat the bad habits they had in are currently residing in Des Moines.
practice. We can made next week a
building week now."

4 Sign· Football Grants
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honor student who ranks 3Sth in a class
ol 194, and plans to major in pre-law.

Tennis Team
4-2 Record·
BY C. GORDON SMITH
Last Wednesday, the Xavier tennis
team improved their record this season
to 4-2 by defeating Transylvania
University on its home courts.
Tomorrow the team will play
Marshall University in Huntington,
West Virginia.
Sln&l•o: John Heil (X) defeated John llorgin. 6-2.
10-H; ()ennis Egan (X) Jefeated Mike Toncray, 6-2. 64; Joe Kramer (X) defeated John Stouffer. 6-3. 6-4:
Hill Mathews(XJdefcated Phil Turn•:r. 6-1. 6-3: Chris
Bradley defeated Hob Harpenau CX). 1-6. 6-1. 6-2:
and Paul Falkner(X)defeated Jim Ahler. 6-0. 6-0.
Doublos: Heil and Egan PO defeated llorgin and
Bradley, 6,2, 6-J: Kramer and Mathews CX) defeated
roucrny and Turner, 9-7. 6-2; and Felger .1nd F:1lkncr
(X) defeated Stoufferand Ahler. 6-1. 6-0. ·

Wherever he is ... as a college
chaplain, working in a ghetto
or helping in a parish ... the
Paulist is serving.
If you're interested in finding
out more about the Paulist·
priestly spirit. write for our
illustrated brochure and a copy
of our Renewal Chapter Guidelines.
Write to:
Vocation Director

'Paulist~L

· - Pat11ert
Room 400
415 West 59th Street

New York •. !'11.Y. 10019
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PrnG;J;,'16 Find .
Dormitory Or Reformatory M~k Meany
.

.

Recently an ·organized group of appears to be the single area of greatest
faculty expressed significant and possible improvement. Granted that the
warranted concern about dormitory average student may be reacting
study .fOnditions. It is no task to adversely to the difficulties and
attempt to substantiate their fears that ambiguities · of authority sketched
the academic milieu provided by the earlier, but it is obvious that no
dorm in past years has been something communal operation can function
less than adequate. The widespread effectively if its elements lack even a
migration of students, especially juniors token consideration for the interests of
and seniors, to off-campus sanctuaries others, engaging in blatantly stupid and
where some degree of privacy and piece selfish activities, and demanding
of mind may be enjoyed speaks plainly justificatioi1 from the proctors for
on behalf of the need for immediate and concessions they must make for the
sake of the transparent needs of the
far-reaching reforms.
_community.

students (they have also requested a
study rooin for day-hops in Hinkle
Hall): If the goals of these faculty
members do not constitute an item of
the highest priority, then Xavier is not
an institution ofhigher learning and the
administration should do some hard
thinking about the basic needs of our
students.

Do111111P11111-111-0Z01

· The professors who compose the
committee are obviously optimistic
about the potential of Xavier. They are
encouraged
by
the
satisfying
'performance of their stu_dcnts who are
generally more diligent, idealistic, and
productive. The would like lo extend to
all the opportunity lo develop such
admirable qualities in a healthy
academic environment. They have
fitted the needs of the student into their ..
overloaded schedules to investigate this
problem for his benefit alone. To ignore
thi;ir prudent prescriptions would be
tantamount to spurning tbe competent
advic·e of men who betwe.en them have
one-hundred years of experience in
counselling and evaluating Xavier
students. Their effectiveness in this role
cannot be disputed.

Over two months ago, the
Committee on Health Sciences, headed
by Fr. Peters, submitted a clear and
reasonable
proposal
to
the
administration to extend and improve
the experimental study wing currently
in Husman Hall so that those students
desiring such a way of life might be
afforded it. The professors were assured
in writing of complete administrative
cooperation, but thus far nothing
whatsoever has been done to actualize
their ideas. What is more alarming, the
administration seems to have ignored
the rtal spirit of their inquest entirely:
The performance and image
their aim is to improve the academic Xavier University has everything to
environment of all Xavier University ·gain by cooperating with them.

of

C~umnlll

M1rlt Mnny

The dorm, for the average college
student, is an essential part of the
experienc·e of higher learning. I do not
think that measures needed to improve
dorm discipline necessarily will prove a
deterrent to the richness of dormitory
life. I think. the net effect would be quite
the contrary. The freshmen, with yetplastic social and scholastic habits,
would especially benefit from the
betterment of the dorm's atmosphere in
their first aild formative year. Arriving
here groping for new values and
priorities, they all too frequently appear
to content themselves with academic
mediocrity as a result of overwhelming
distraction. With the critical year
passed, many students come .to the
realization that their genuine potential
is not being 'fulfilled, and their ensuing
frustration may culminate in failure to
obtain a good job or gain admission to
graduate or professional school.
Anyone who denies, as been done in the
past, the influence of the surroundings
on the labile freshman mentality does
not view the situation realistically.
· A few years ago, a group of pre-med
students requested that a wing of the
new Kuhlman Hall be reserved for
them and designated a 'study wing.'
These individuals were interested in
merely securing that which they
thought any university should provide:
an atmosphere conducive to the intense
study academic achievement demands.
They felt that such an area should be
available to those needing and
cooperating with it. When their
proposal was submitted to the
administration, it was rejected on the
grounds that such a wing would
·unfavorably concentrate their normally- ·
good· influence at the expense of the
achievement of the other students in the
residence hall. It was thus apparent
what still seems to be true: Xavier's
dormitories are in reality 'refort-itories.'
Those who want to and have the right
to excel haven't a chance when such
thinking pervades dorm authority.
In addition to this outlook on the
pan of the administrators, the proctors
are hogtied by a cumbersome,
overstated code of rules which w"auld
require them to work full-time to
enforce adequately. Penalties for
violations are in the form of fines which
fail to fase some students while
oppressing· others. When the proctors
exercise
their
authority,
the
administration seldom backs their
decisions and seems to lack the tools
and gumption to enforce their own
ordinances. In short, the proctor has
degenerated to the status of an inimical
fink dedicated to spoiling everybody's
'fun.'
The role of.the individual student in
mai:llaining
satisfactory
study
conditions for his fellow student
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FASHION COLORS •••
at Steinberg's
Clothing

Forever
beautiful

Forever
perfect

---

SIERRA IJ17!5
WEDDING RING !SO

CROWN 1450
ALSO fl!SO TO 1975

JUDD $300

WEDDING RING 125

K eepsa.k.e•
REGISTERED

DIAMOND RINGS

For lasting pride and satisfaction, choose a
Keepsake diamond ring, guaranteed perfect (or
replace~ent assur~~). Keepsake, the rif'.lg of your
dreams, 1s now awaiting your selection at our store.

VAN H.EUSEN•

417

STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

Colorful new dress shirts
with timely
touches like new fashion
colors,
easy-care
fabrics end slim, trim ·fit. Choose several in
solid colors of 60% Kodel polyester, 60% Cotton.
Permanently pressed Vanopress, 7-button
front.
$8.50

FREE PARKING!
CHARGE ITI
Open Mon.. Thurs.
Fri. Eves. Till 9
PHONE 531-3263

ZeffS
. 750 SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO
731-1800
.
712 MADISON AVENUE, COVINGTON, KENTUCKY
/
261·7694

a

47415 MONTGOMERY RD. NORWOOD

BTH AND MONMOUTH, NEWPORT, KENTUCKY
261-4183
I

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL MERCHANDISE•FOR ALL
XAVIER STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS

P111 Sev•·

FACULTY COLUMN

ThomasTobin.S.J.

"IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - MEN .m.JIJENTS
$300.00 GUARA~TEEO FOR 11 \\1:EKS
PART-TIME WORk

Growing .·Up Absurd?
I shall begin by assuming thai many
of you are as unhappy about our
educational system as I .am. This
malaise is the sense that the educational
process . that we perpetrate on each
other is unimportant - unimportant
not because ·it fails to treat every au
<"ouranl question that happens to be
lying nearby but ·because it fails to deal
with the basic human concerns that all
of share, or at least that we ought to
share. The educational process ought to
aid us to come to terms with meaning
and value in our lives ant! to effectively
incarnate both in the society in which
we live. Toi> often it only helps people
to look impressive: at job-interviews.
Frankly I do not think that such a goal
is worth spending four years of one's
life trying to achieve.
· This crisis in our educational system
is hardly confined to Xavier: it seems to
be 'surfacing all over the country ·and all
over the world. It is renected in the
student unrest that we see alt-around us.
This student unrest has too often taken
an , unfortunate course - unfortunate
not simply because of its violent,
destructive nature but because the
objects ofits fury are really not the ones
to change the educational process. If an
imaginative re-evaluation of a
university's educational process is to
occur, it will not come from the
administration; it must come from the
faculty and the students themselves. Yet
such unrest is all too often
uncomfortably accurate in its
evaluation of university education. In
other words, even if Xavier University
were the Harvard of the middle west,
we would still have to face the problem
of re-examining our model of university
education.

longer distinguish between the meaning
of 'disinterested' and the meaning of
'uninterested.' Yet even to understand
what someone says, one must
sympathetically share the concern and
wonder which gave rise to what is said
or done, The author's questions and
even his passions must become one's
own. Objectivity cannot avoid a
concern for values. The ironic result of
this· refusal to come to terms with
questions of value is that the university,
because it is not engaged in a search for
values or a humane society, in the end
simply capitulates to the values of the
society around it. Whether the
university likes it or not, it reinforces
the values which the student comes with
from society at large - no matter how
corrupt or in need of reform that
society might be. Within the
educational process itself, this lack of
value-orientation leads to boredom.
Because 50 few people suggest to him
how his studies are rooted in his basic
human concerns, what the student
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Call
Mr. Marks
621-5330

Please don!t.. throw them there in the :first place.

BuDWEISER?K1Na OF BEERS.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.
ST. LOUIS • NEWARK
LOS ANGELES •TAMPA • HOUSTON
COLUMIUS • JACKSONVILLE

Also, on Wednesday, April 8th,
~Ito Phi, Xavier's chapter of ·Kappa
Kapp11 Psi, the National Honorary
Band Fraternity, eleeted its new
officers. 'Tom Miller. cl11n of '72. was
elected president. Aiso elected were Bill
Wessendarp ('71 ), vice-president: Don
Schenkelberg ('72). secrehtr)': and 8<1h
. Whelan ('71), treasurer.
4

$75 PER WEEK SALARY OR INCENTIVE
FOR lWENTY HOUR WEEK.

Meantime, there is a foolproof way to keep cans
and bottles from cluttering up the countryside,
and you can do your part:

Electio·ns for officers of the Xavier
University Bands for academic year
1970-71 were held last Wednesday.
April. 15th. Elected were Bob
. Burwinkel, president; John Jung, vicepresident: Jim Broeatl. secretary: and
Mike Truman, ·crusurer. Bob is
currently a junior, and John a present
sophomore. Jim and Mike are presently
freshmen. The' new oft"acers a1sumed
their duties at a time of busy
preparation for next month's concert
tour.

°'

PART TIME WORK
CINCINNATI OFFICE OF LARGE CORPORATION · Will HIRE SEVERAL STUDENTS EIGHTEEN & OVER TO WORK
.PART TIME IN MARKETING & SALES
PROMOTION. AFTERNOONS, . EVENINGS
AND WEEK-ENDS.

It's too bad packaging technology today isn't
as exotic and convenient as the gimmicks and __
gadgets on the TV thrill shows; like you, we'd like
nothing better than for every empty can and
bottle to self-destruct. Someday, soon, things will
be different, though ... because we and a lot of
other concernec! p_~ople are all working on the
problem in ea~~t.

Burwink/e Wins
Band Presidency

0. ..... f~

~eally does become useless
information.
· If what I have said above is even
partially true, then we must develop
alternative models and alternative
means of university education. To be
practical for a moment, a group of
faculty and students with similar
concerns but diverse competencies need
to get together and imagine what
university education could or should be
like and then to put those fantacies to
work with the university. This may very
well inv~l_ve so~~~h_in~ ~iQ1i_I~-~ to. what
William Aerowsmith has suggested:
It is my conviction that we should
deliberately set about scaring the
learned world with facts. (The terrible
wrong is that men should know so
much and lack the sense to be scared.)
(William Arrowsmith, "Ideas of a New
University," The Cenler Magazine, Vol.
Ill, number 2, March, 1970, p. 58).

All of us hate to see empty cans and bottles lousing
up what's left of a beautiful country.

The second element is· sterilization.
We have come to confuse objectivity·
with the willy-nilly refusal to search for
humanizing values. This is reflected
linguistically in the fact that we no

-. lo

~earns

Please help.

Let me suggest several elements in
our present university model that serve
to inhibit rather than to advance
education. The first is the phenomenon.
of fregmentation. The most striking
example of this is that last. bastion of
feudalism, the departmental system.
Certainly ·different
areas
of
investigation .demand-different methods
and these methods ought not be
confused. The method of history is
different from that either of physics or
of theology. Jn that sense the
departmental structure serves a useful
purpose. Unfortunately we have
assumed all too readily that this
legitimate diversity of methods can be
transformed into a model for an
education. The educational experience,
however, is or ought to be a unifying
experience and yet we persist in a
process ·or fregmentation so that at the
end of his university education, the
student is faced with. a number of
separate units none of which seem to be
related to the others.
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ALSO SOME FULL-TIME. OPENlNGS
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Letten

'Lack OJ
All Taste'
Dear Editor:
Throughout this past school year. l
with great interest some of
the ridiculous and often outrageous
items that have been printed in the
Xavier News. At times I have been
convinced that the staff of this
hav~noted

journalistic farce is determined to make
"the official student newspaper" a firstrate yel1;1w-press tabloid (perhaps
along . the lines of 711t• Nutio11ul
E11q11ir{•r or Mic/11igh1). in which
sensationalism has priority over truth.
Or maybe you arc merely trying to
reach the point where the beer-guzzling.
obscenity-screaming "Muskie" will
justly cbracc the News as his true
literary representative and counterpart.
I really must congratulate you, then. in
achieving what I consider to be the
ultimate in the lack of all propriety and
taste, and thus accurately reflecting the
philosophy and inanity of those few ('!)

whom we so fondly term "Muskies". I
am· referring. of course. !O the poem
(using the term extremely lossely) or
"greeting lo the coeds" which you
deemed fit and proper· for publication
in your "Letters to the editor" section in
the issue of April 8. I must admit that
words simply fail me in trying lo
describe exactly what I think of such a
monumental work (the phrase "literary
excrement"'keeps running through my
mind, however). Bui the amazing thing
is that the News staff apparently
thought that this mindless drivel was
even ·worth the very newsprint and
space it took up. Perhaps you don't

22.

1970

believe that a letter need have anything
valid or even indicati_ve of rational
thought to merity space on your
editorial page. l think ii is obvious to
anyone with more than a third-grade
education that the "poem" in question
would be more appropriate on a
lavatory wall.
I certainly think your policy
(if, indeed, you have one) on what
should be printed in your paper needs a
serious and immediate review. It might
also be well for you to remember that
you have a responsibility to .all the
students at Xavier to treat them fairly
and not insult their intelligence.

Granted, there arc some students whose
in.tclligence might be questioned -- Mr.
Hg. for instance ·-- but I am certain
that the great majority of students
deserve more consideration than you
have given them in printing Hg's little
idtty. I can only commend Hg on his .
wisdom in not signing. his full name.
and thus risking exposure as a mental
midget. It is the tacit approval and
recognition of such absurdities as Hg's
that you have given in printing his
"poem" that is the cause for real
concern. however.
John Coyne

1870
IPID 111111 DARI

RASCALS
COLDBLOOD
CANNEDHEAT MARBLE CAKE
BYRDS • SMITH GLASS HARP
ADD moRE liROUPS TO BE ADDOUDEED
PEAIE PARR BORTH OF AHROD, ROUTE I
1
lOO ADUADEED SALE 110.00 AT THE liATE
m111 IHEIH OR monEY ORDER WITH 5TAmPED, SEIF-ADDRESSED EliUELOPE Tl PIPER
PRORIOTllDS IOI. 457 E. EHIHADliE ST~, IHROI, OHIO 44304 -111·253·!1131
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